
 

 

DOUBLE BAY SAILING CLUB 
Saturday COTD / Co-COTD check list 

Arrive at least three hours prior to racing (e.g. 11am for 2pm starts).   

Both the COTD and the Co-COTD must remain at the club and pack everything away after 
people finish socialising – plan to be there from 11am to 6pm. 

If you are rostered on as COTD or Co-COTD, please read these instructions before you 
attend the club, and please bring a copy with you to check off the tasks.  

Priorities 

Safety is the first priority of DBSC.  

After safety, in our endeavour to be a "best practice Laser club", the next priority is to have 
competitive, timely and well-managed racing. 

It is the responsibility of the COTD and Co-COTD to complete the tasks in these instructions 
in time to allow races to begin on time (i.e. at 2 pm for most Saturday racing). 

In practice, this means starting to lay the course by 11.30pm and finishing by 12.30pm, prior 
to the 1pm race briefing.  If you are running behind schedule, the tasks required for an on-
time start should take priority. 

Roles 

The principal roles of the PRO are to set the course, manage the races on the day, 
coordinate safety, and manage any incident response. The PRO is in charge in relation to all 
aspects of safety and race management.  

The principal roles of the COTD and Co-COTD are to set up the club, assist the PRO to set 
the race course, assist the PRO on-course with tasks that cannot be completed from the 
"Jazzman", provide safety response and incident management on-water, and pack up the 
club at the end of the day. 

DBSC has an inclusive culture. If you are unsure about any of the below, please do not 
hesitate to ask another member for assistance. On land, a flag officer should be your first 
port of call. On water, the PRO should be your first port of call. Remember that if you are 
unsure of something, it is better to ask and be shown how to do it than to guess. 

The task list below assumes it is a Club Championship or Point Score event and thus 
assumes the "Jazzman" is the start and finish boat. At the PRO's discretion (and per the 
PRO Guide), when the event is “Sprints”, some edits may be made to the below including 
but not limited to not using the Jazzman. Please take instructions from the PRO on this. 

You should have received an email giving you the nominated PRO's email address. It is a 
good idea to touch base with them prior to the day to check if anything has changed. If you 
do not have the PRO’s contact details, email treasurer@dbsc.com.au to get them.  

mailto:treasurer@dbsc.com.au


Clubhouse preparation 

 Unlock club, raise roller door 

 Put on DBSC flouro jackets to identify you as COTD and Co-COTD – these are stored in 
the cupboard under the handicapper’s desk (with the non-race management flags) 

 Check with canteen if there are any special requirements that day, either in set up or 
pack up (e.g. BBQ after sailing, function that night) 

 Hoist large DBSC flag from the southern flag pole (this is the pole outside near the 
rigging area) (flags are located in the handicapper’s desk cupboard) 

 Clear aisle of any response boats, dollies, Lasers on floor, etc – move all to rigging area 

 Open and secure doors to deck, hoist Australian flag, small DBSC flag and class flags 
(flags are located in the handicapper’s desk cupboard). Note: do this before erecting 
deck awning! 

 Erect deck awning from under eaves 

 Move two tables and 14 chairs to the deck and set them up 

 Assist, if required, with hire of Club Lasers to visiting sailors – collect $30 fee and $50 
deposit. (If it is a LTR day, check and coordinate this with LTR personnel) 

 Check with Dene Bergman or Paul Adam whether there any issues with the RIBs or the 
davits 

Buoys preparation 

 Move three large orange conical course buoys, and two smaller conical buoys (one 
orange, one orange with blue cloth around it) plus anchors and tackle for five buoys to 
the front deck. Note, large anchors are required for each of the large orange conical 
course buoys 

 Use the battery-operated blower to inflate the buoys. The blower is located near the 
handicapper’s desk (put it back on to charge after use) 

 Load the small buoys, anchors and tackle onto the “Bergman”.  Leave the large buoys on 
the deck until the “Bergman” is launched (see below)  

“Bergman” preparation 

 Remove sun cover from the “Bergman” console and store on the club deck 

 Check fuel level (the fuel tank is under the seat) and replenish if required (fuel is in the 
fuel locker near the women’s bathroom) 

 Collect a black safety bag (which is required by law to be on each of the RIBs whenever 
used) and a yellow Laser anchor bag, and place them on the “Bergman” – bags for each 
RIB are stored on the floor next to the handicapper’s desk and must always be taken on 
the RIBs 

 Collect the keys to the western davit and the “Bergman” (the keys are behind the 
canteen door) and unlock and switch on power to western davit 

 Use the davit to lift the “Bergman” to take the load off the safety chains, then step into 
the boat 

 Raise and secure both drainage flaps at stern of the “Bergman” 

 Release the safety chains from the front and back hooks 



 STEP OUT OF THE BOAT then use the davit to lower the “Bergman” into the water. No 
one is permitted to ride in the “Bergman” while it is being lowered or raised on the 
davit – this is a serious safety issue. Use the adjacent ladder to enter and exit the 
“Bergman” 

 Insert the “Bergman” key, move the battery isolation switch to green, pump the fuel 
priming bulb until it is firm (under the seat), check the kill-switch is primed (i.e. the red 
clip is attached under the power control), engage the choke (i.e. lift the small lever on the 
power control), lower the engine into the water (taking care to avoid the propeller 
touching the seabed), start the engine, and disengage the choke 

 Remove the davit hooks from the straps to free the “Bergman”, then move it around to 
the front of the deck, tie it there using its painter, and switch off the engine 

 Undertake a radio check between the “Bergman” and the club and also between the 
RIBs. Note, the club uses 27MHz channel 94 for all chatter, with VHF 73 as a back up 
and for talking to other clubs, and VHF 16 for emergencies (e.g. to speak to RMS).  On 
the “Bergman” console, the radio mounted at the top is 27MHz and the radio mounted at 
the bottom is VHF 

 Lower the large orange conical course buoys into the water and secure to the tube of the 
“Bergman” that is not against the deck 

 Check life jackets and tow ropes are onboard. Check the safety bag is onboard (see 
above) 

 Load the battery horn (this is stored near the handicapper’s desk) and check that it is 
working (this is required on a RIB, in addition to the horn on the “Jazzman”, if the course 
is changed or shortened) 

 Dress for on water – long sleeves / pants and hat for sun protection, sun screen, warm 
clothes (it can get cold), wet weather clothes (if needed), shoes / booties, life jacket 

“Paul Adam” preparation 

 References to the “Paul Adam” in these instructions are applicable only in circumstances 
where the “Paul Adam” is to be used (refer boat selection below) 

 Remove sun cover from the “Paul Adam” console and store on the club deck 

 Check fuel level (the fuel tank is under the seat) and replenish if required (fuel is in the 
fuel locker near the women’s bathroom) 

 Collect a black safety bag (which is required by law to be on each of the RIBs whenever 
used) and a yellow Laser anchor bag, and place them on the “Paul Adam” – bags for 
each RIB are stored on the floor next to the handicapper’s desk and must always be 
taken on the RIBs 

 Collect the keys to the eastern davit and the “Paul Adam” (the keys are behind the 
canteen door) and unlock and switch on power to eastern davit 

 Use the davit to lift the “Paul Adam” to take the load off the safety chains, then step into 
the boat 

 Raise and secure both drainage flaps at stern of the “Paul Adam” 

 Release the safety chains from the front and back hooks 

 STEP OUT OF THE BOAT then use the davit to lower the “Paul Adam” into the water. 
No one is permitted to ride in the “Paul Adam” while it is being lowered or raised 
on the davit – this is a serious safety issue. Use the adjacent ladder to enter and exit 
the “Paul Adam” 



 Insert the “Paul Adam” key, move the battery isolation switch to green (under the seat), 
pump the fuel priming bulb until it is firm (attached to fuel line), check the kill-switch is 
primed (i.e. the red clip is attached under the power control), engage the choke (i.e. lift 
the small lever on the power control), lower the engine into the water (taking care to 
avoid the propeller touching the seabed), start the engine, and disengage the choke 

 Remove the davit hooks from the straps to free the “Paul Adam”, then move it around to 
the front of the deck, tie it there using its painter, and switch off the engine 

 Undertake a radio check between the “Paul Adam” and the club and also between the 
RIBs. Note, the club uses 27MHz channel 94 for all chatter, with VHF 73 as a back up 
and for talking to other clubs, and VHF 16 for emergencies (e.g. to speak to RMS).  
There is only one radio (which is 27MHz) mounted on the “Paul Adam” console. There 
are handheld VHF radios stored in “Paul Adam’s cupboard” in the canteen – a fully 
charged handheld VHF radio must be collected from that cupboard and taken on the 
“Paul Adam” as backup and for emergencies 

 Check life jackets and tow ropes are onboard. Check the safety bag is onboard (see 
above). Check a fully charged VHF handheld radio is onboard and switched on (see 
above) 

 Dress for on water – long sleeves / pants and hat for sun protection, sun screen, warm 
clothes (it can get cold), wet weather clothes (if needed), shoes / booties, life jacket 

 The “Paul Adam” may have only one person on board during race management, but can 
also have more (see below) 

Course set up 

 The PRO is responsible for determining the position and direction of the course and 
should assist you with laying the course 

 Check the forecast for afternoon conditions 

 Take the “Bergman” with buoys, anchors and tackle out to the course area – assess 
wind direction and strength 

 Lay the three large orange conical course buoys to create the triangle, and the two 
smaller conical buoys to create the start and finish lines (orange for start, orange/blue for 
finish). (Note, for Sprints, only three marks are required – top mark and bottom gate – 
with an optional top mark offset at the discretion of the PRO based on the number of 
boats) 

 For “normal” wind conditions, the distance between the top and bottom marks should be 
approximately 800m and the wing mark should be approximately 45 degrees from the 
top and bottom marks. The start line should be 6m long for every boat in the largest 
class (e.g. if the largest class has 30 boats, the start line should be 180m long).  The 
finish line should be approximately 30m long 

 Return to the club and tie the “Bergman” back to the front deck 

 Exchange mobile phone numbers with at least one person on each vessel (including the 
“Jazzman”) to enable communication if the radios stop working 

 Liaise with Commodore / Vice Commodore re briefing – on time is at 1pm for 2pm starts 

 If requested by the PRO, assist at the briefing by describing wind strength and direction 
and location of marks. Do not describe the course or start procedure because these are 
in the Sailing Instructions (except in the case of Sprints, for which the course and start 
procedure also need to be discussed) 



Sprints additional preparation 

 If the “Jazzman” is not going to be used (e.g. for Sprints), load race management flags 
onto the “Bergman” – standard, radial and 4.7 Laser class flags, code flags P, X, S, C, N, 
answering pennant, first substitute, black flag, orange flag, blue flag, and DBSC Pennant 
(these are stored on the wall behind the stacks of chairs) 

“Jazzman” preparation 

 The PRO undertakes race management activities from the "Jazzman" 

 Immediately post the race briefing, use the "Bergman" to take the PRO and any 
“Jazzman” assistants / passengers to the "Jazzman" 

 Note, the “Jazzman” should always have all required equipment onboard (e.g. flags, 
horn, start watch, etc) – but the “Bergman” should be available to collect from the club 
any equipment that the PRO finds to be missing from the “Jazzman” 

 Undertake a radio check between both the RIBs and the "Jazzman". (The PRO will also 
undertake a radio check between the “Jazzman” and the club). Note, the club uses 
27MHz channel 94 for all chatter, with VHF 73 as a back up and for talking to other 
clubs, and VHF 16 for emergencies (e.g. to speak to RMS). On the “Jazzman”, the radio 
mounted near the door is 27MHz and the radio mounted above the windscreen is VHF 

Boat selection 

 Boats should be selected for use and used as follows: 

(a) Club Championship, Point Score and Winter Championship 

 The “Jazzman” should be used for the PRO and the PRO’s assistant(s) 

 The “Bergman” should be used for the COTD and the Co-COTD. The “Bergman” 
should always have at least two people on board during race management 
unless an emergency dictates otherwise 

 The “Paul Adam” should be used in addition to the above: 

(i) where there are sufficient volunteers available after ensuring at least two 
people on each of the “Jazzman” and the “Bergman”; or 

(ii) always if winds are forecast to exceed 20 knots at any stage (in which case, if 
there are insufficient volunteers available after ensuring at least two people 
on each of the “Jazzman” and the “Bergman”, the “Paul Adam” should be tied 
up to the “Jazzman” in a manner that will not affect boats approaching the 
start line, such that it is available for use in an emergency by personnel on the 
“Jazzman” or the “Bergman” or any other sailor as appropriate) 

 At least one of the “Bergman” and the “Paul Adam” must be on the water in 
addition to the “Jazzman” 

 Where the “Paul Adam” is otherwise not required to be used, it may be used 
instead of the “Bergman” where the “Bergman” is unavailable for mechanical or 
other reasons 

 Where one or more of the above requirements is unable to be met due to 
mechanical or other reasons, racing should not occur, except at the discretion of 
the PRO, after consulting with the Commodore and/or Vice Commodore, and 
after issuing a warning to sailors at the briefing that there are reduced safety 



resources and that sailors should take this into account when deciding whether or 
not to sail 

(b) Sprints 

 The “Jazzman” may be used for the PRO, but does not have to be. The 
“Jazzman” should only be used if there are persons who are familiar with its 
operation, and two other experienced persons are available to drive at least one 
of the “Bergman” and the “Paul Adam” 

 Where the “Jazzman” is used, at least one of the “Bergman” and the “Paul Adam” 
should also be used, with at least two people (including the COTD) on board 

 Where the “Jazzman” is not used, the “Bergman” should be used for the PRO 
and the COTD, in which case it should not be moored and should not form part of 
the start line 

 The “Paul Adam” may be used in addition to the above, where there are sufficient 
volunteers available after ensuring at least two people on the “Bergman”, but 
does not have to be. The “Paul Adam” may be used instead of the “Bergman” 
where the “Bergman” is unavailable for mechanical or other reasons 

 Where one or more of the above requirements is unable to be met due to 
mechanical or other reasons, racing should not occur, except at the discretion of 
the PRO, after consulting with the Commodore and/or Vice Commodore, and 
after issuing a warning to sailors at the briefing that there are reduced safety 
resources and that sailors should take this into account when deciding whether or 
not to sail 

 Where winds are forecast to exceed 20 knots at any stage, racing may proceed 
at the discretion of the PRO, after consulting with the Commodore and/or Vice 
Commodore, and after issuing a warning to sailors at the briefing that there are 
reduced safety resources compared to other weeks and that sailors should take 
this into account when deciding whether or not to sail 

On water management 

 The PRO is responsible for on water management, with assistance from the COTD and 
Co-COTD 

 If you observe something you think should be addressed (e.g. mark placement, safety 
issues), inform the PRO via radio and seek and confirm instructions 

 Proceed in the “Bergman” and (if applicable) the “Paul Adam” to the course area no later 
than 1.20pm 

 The PRO will issue instructions to you by radio from the "Jazzman", in particular with 
respect to moving buoys if needed prior to the start of racing.  

 The start line should always be checked (for pin bias and appropriate length) prior to the 
start of racing and adjusted if required as close as possible to the commencement of the 
start countdown. It is good practice to ask the Commodore or Vice Commodore (or a 
recent past Commodore or Vice Commodore) to check the line before commencement of 
the start countdown 

 The start should commence on time (i.e. at 2pm for most Saturdays). In the event of 
delay (for example, due to shifting winds), the PRO will raise the answering pennant and 
will issue instructions in relation to any course changes required 



 Between races, the PRO will issue instructions as needed to adjust the course for any 
wind shifts and also to adjust the length of the course to achieve 45min race times by the 
lead boats. Adjustments should be made quickly to minimise delays between races 

During racing 

 At all times, respond to and implement instructions from the PRO. Such instructions may 
include instructions to alter the course and/or instructions related to race management 
and/or instructions related to safety. If you have any questions, liaise directly with the 
PRO 

 At the start, the “Bergman” should be positioned on an extension of the line beyond the 
pin end, and should check for boats that are over the line. In the event that boats are 
over the line, the sail numbers of those boats should be recorded and radioed 
immediately to the PRO 

 During the races, the primary responsibility of the “Bergman” and (if applicable) the “Paul 
Adam” is to provide safety response to those who are sailing in our fleets. You should 
position the “Bergman” and (if applicable) the “Paul Adam” so that all fleets and all boats 
on the course can be observed, and you must maintain continuous observation. If a 
sailor looks to be in trouble, you should approach them as soon as possible and provide 
any assistance required 

 You should be alert for, recognise and respond quickly to changing wind strength and 
direction, notifying the PRO by radio of any observations you make, and seeking and 
confirming any instructions to adjust already laid buoys accordingly 

 Note, do not move a buoy while there are boats that have commenced the leg of the 
course leading to that buoy. If a buoy is moved during the race, a RIB must be positioned 
at the mark before the one that was moved, and must display the “C” flag and make 
repetitive horn blasts 

 In an emergency, the safety of people is the first priority and, subject to this, any 
response should be coordinated with the PRO where feasible. In an emergency, it is 
ideal that one person (ideally the PRO) remains on the “Jazzman” to coordinate, unless 
circumstances dictate otherwise.  The “Jazzman” can also pull up anchor and be used as 
a response boat if needed as a last recourse 

 The safety of people comes before the safety of property. If necessary to give effect to 
this principle, a Laser should be abandoned. In such circumstances, if there is time, an 
anchor should be affixed to the fitting on the Laser’s bow (folding anchors with chains, 
tackle, hooks and marked buoys are provided in both RIBs for this purpose). If possible, 
without risking the safety of people, a damaged Laser should be towed back to the club 

 In the event of a medical emergency, first aid kits are available on-water on each of the 
boats. Where feasible, one or more of the club’s doctor-members or trained first aid 
volunteers should be engaged, which might require abandoning their Laser. If external 
assistance is required, contact RMS on VHF 16 and/or emergency 000.  DBSC (27MHz 
94 or VHF 73), Woollahra Sailing Club (VHF 77) and the Australian 18 Footers League 
all have defibrillators. 

After racing 

 The RIBs should recover the buoys as follows: 

 Recover the pin mark after the final fleet has started the final race 

 Recover the wing mark after the final boat has rounded it in the final race 



 Recover the top mark after the final boat has rounded it in the final race 

 Recover the bottom mark after the final boat has rounded it in the final race 

 Recover the finish mark after the final boat has finished the final race 

 After conclusion of the final race, the "Jazzman" will hoist anchor and return to its 
mooring. The “Bergman” must collect all the people and relevant equipment from the 
“Jazzman” and return them to the club (note, all flags and the horn remain on the 
“Jazzman”) 

 The "Bergman" and (if applicable) the “Paul Adam” then return to the club and unload all 
equipment to the front deck 

On water completion 

 Move the “Bergman” and (if applicable) the “Paul Adam” to position them under the 
relevant davit.  Note, if the tide is too low to drive the boats into position, speak to a flag 
officer about what should be done 

 The following instructions apply to both the “Bergman” and the “Paul Adam” 

 Attach the front and rear davit hooks to the purple straps in the boat, avoiding any 
twisting of the straps or the cables 

 GET OUT OF THE BOAT and climb up to the deck using the adjacent ladder. No one is 
permitted to ride in a boat while it is being lowered or raised on the davit – this is a 
serious safety issue 

 Lift the boat using the davit. Be careful to ensure the lifting is stopped before the davit 
pulleys touch each other 

 Climb into the boat and hook up the safety chains, then lower the boat so that its weight 
is taken entirely by the safety chains 

 Lower the drainage flaps at the rear of the boat and ensure the flaps are open by 
inserting a boat hook handle into the flaps. Failure to do this can result in the boat 
filling with rainwater, which risks breaking the hull and/or failure of the davit – this 
is a serious safety matter 

 Remove any remaining equipment from the boat (e.g. course buoys, start/finish marks, 
tackle, anchors, flags, horn, safety bag, Laser anchor bag). Tidy any equipment that 
remains in the boat (e.g. tow rope).  Remove any rubbish and personal effects 

 Ensure the motor is fully lifted, then turn off the battery isolation switch and remove the 
key 

 Hose out the boat and flush the motor. This should be done with the motor off by 
screwing the hose into the flush point on the motor. If in doubt, ask for help with this 

 Replace and secure the sun covers over the boat console 

 Hose down anchors, tackle and buoys 

 Turn off power to both davits and lock the controls – this is a serious safety matter 

 Return the boat and davit keys to the hooks behind the canteen door 

 Store anchors and tackle on the SW corner of the deck under the fixed seat. Store buoys 
near the handicapper’s desk. Store safety bags, Laser anchor bags and horn (plugged in 
to charge) near the handicapper’s desk. Store flags behind the stacks of chairs. In the 
case of the “Paul Adam”, store the handheld VHF radio in “Paul Adam’s cupboard” in the 
canteen (plugged in to charge) 



 Assist in return of any club boats and storage of their equipment in the club boat lockers, 
and ensure club boat locker keys are returned to their hooks behind the canteen door 
(liaise with LTR personnel in relation to this)  

 Advise Rear Commodore or Treasurer of any problems experienced and/or any repairs / 
maintenance required to any equipment 

On land completion 

 Both the COTD and the Co-COTD must remain at the club and pack everything away 
after people finish socialising 

 Check the beach for dollies and report any dollies found on the beach to a flag 
officer – this could indicate a sailor has not returned 

 Put away all dollies in the park and on the beach 

 Pack away the hoses 

 Lower the flag from the south flag pole and return it to the cupboard in the handicapper’s 
desk 

 Remove tables and chairs from deck and pack away inside club, and clear deck of all 
other club property other than RIBs, heavy wooden seats, anchors, tackle, hose and 
BBQ 

 Lower deck awning, roll it up and secure it under the eaves, also storing the pole under 
the eaves 

 Lower all flags from the deck flag poles and return them to the cupboard in the 
handicapper’s desk 

 Close and lock the doors to the deck and draw curtains. Lower the blind over the west 
facing window 

 Check all canteen and change room windows are closed and locked 

 Check battery operated blower and portable horn are near the handicapper’s desk and 
are plugged in to charge 

 Check davit controls are locked and the keys are returned to their hooks behind the 
canteen door 

 Check handheld VHF radios are in “Paul Adam’s cupboard” in the canteen and are 
plugged in to charge 

 Lock canteen door 

 Check workshop door to southern deck is locked 

 Turn out all lights. Note, the light switch for the outdoor sensors must be left on – only 
the top switch near the south entry door should be turned off, and the bottom switch 
should always remain on 

 Ensure Steyne Park has been cleared of all DBSC property 

 Lower the roller door and lock it 

 Close and lock the club 

Go home and relax with the knowledge that you have been instrumental in helping the club 
have another successful day! 
 


